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REQUEST NO. GER 6.06: 
 
In ComEd’s filing in Docket 06-0338, beginning at line 80 of ComEd Exhibit 1.0, ComEd’s 
Manager in the Field & Meter Services Department stated: 
 

“In ComEd’s experience, the expected useful life for electromechanical meters is 30 
years.  To require utilities to throw away perfectly good meters when they come out 
of service for routine accuracy testing or otherwise is a waste of perfectly good 
equipment and imposes unnecessary costs that would ultimately be borne by 
ratepayers.” 

 
Given ComEd’s prior opposition to retiring functional electromechanical meters that are 
removed from service, please fully explain why ComEd has elected to retire meters it removes 
from service in association with the AMI Pilot, even those meters that are still capable of 
accurately measuring customers’ energy consumption.  Please include with the response 
ComEd’s economic analysis or study that demonstrates how the meter retirements benefit 
ratepayers. 
 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE: 
 
ComEd recently determined that the original response to Staff data request GER 6.06 was 
incomplete and potentially misleading and therefore ComEd is providing the following 
supplemental response:   
 
It was not practical to re-use the meters, with limited exception.  Most meters exchanged in the 
AMI pilot were obsolete or found in irreparable condition and discarded.  
 
Additionally, management determined early in the pilot that the field deployment team 
should discard all meters, regardless of condition or vintage as was stated in the AMI Pilot 
proceeding, ICC Docket 09-0263.  Specifically, ComEd witness Meehan stated “The existing 
meters, which are mostly single phase, cumulative watt-hour meters, would be retired. It costs 
$19.50 to purchase a new single phase, cumulative watt-hour meter. However, it costs $21.00 to 
test a meter that has been removed pursuant to Commission rules (83 Illinois Administrative 
Code §460 (“Part 460”)) and restock it. Therefore, it is less costly to retire a single phase watt-
hour meter than to re-use it.” (See ComEd Ex. 2.0, lines 225-229). Additional considerations 
such as volume and condition of the meters upon return to the local office were also used as 
evaluation criteria.   
 
Additionally, the cost of labor to sort through bins of meters in search of the one residential 
meter model that is reusable is excessive in light of the replacement costs of the residential 
meters. The cost/benefit of re-using residential meters vs. buying new was more costly. See GER 
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6.06 SUPP_Attach 01 for the updated analysis which demonstrates a benefit of $2.30 a 
residential meter. 
 
To date, ComEd has removed over 121,000 meters from various models and vintages. There are 
159 different meter models represented among these removed meters. 144 of these models are 
obsolete. 15 of the 159 meter models are appropriate for re-use. Of these 15 meter models, 3 are 
residential.  In March, when the residential volume subsided and commercial meter exchanges 
began, standard procedures were employed consistent with the applicable department guideline. 
9,085 is the projected total of meters to be salvaged upon the conclusion of the AMI pilot.  The 
plan still calls for just over 130,000 meters to be installed.  As of September 30, 2010, there was 
a total of 7,085 meters that were salvaged for re-use, which includes approximately 5,500 
residential meters. 
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Single-Phase Self-Contained, kWh & Demand Meters only (Each Additional Meter) New Reuse

Group Task Units Classification

Burdened 
Rate 

(x 4.04) Hours  Total Total 

Clerical Create Exchange Order Per meter CSR $124.15 0.083 10.30$        10.30$        

System Meter Shop Order meter from vendor Per meter Meter Mechanic Special $143.58 0.0005 0.07$          -$            
Unload Shipment Per meter Meter Mechanic Special $143.58 0.0008 0.12$          -$            
Purchase Shipment in AMS Per meter Meter Mechanic Electronic $145.36 0.0005 0.08$          -$            
Receive Shipment in ECP Per meter Meter Mechanic Special $143.58 0.0005 0.07$          -$            
Test meter Per meter Meter Mechanic Special $143.58 0.0018 0.26$          -$            
Meter Cost Per meter N/A N/A N/A 17.50$        -$            

Receive old meters in AMS Per meter Meter Mechanic Special $143.58 0.0008 -$            0.12$          
Breakdown pallets from local offices Per meter Meter Mechanic Special $143.58 0.0070 -$            1.00$          
Test meter Per meter Meter Mechanic Special $143.58 0.1000 -$            14.36$        
Retire/Restock meter Per meter Meter Mechanic Special $143.58 0.0200 -$            2.87$          

Load pull for meter order Per meter Meter Mechanic Special $143.58 0.0070 1.00$          1.00$          
Wrap pallet for delivery to Local office Per meter Meter Mechanic Special $143.58 0.0018 0.25$          0.25$          
Deliver Order in SMS truck Per meter Meter Mechanic Special $143.58 1.5000 0.26$          0.26$          
(840 meters per truck)

FSS Release Exchange Order Per order Work Planner $133.16 0.0042 0.55$          0.55$          
Analyze & Dispatch Per order Work Planner $133.16 0.0083 1.11$          1.11$          

Local Office Receive meters in AMS Per meter Meter Mechanic Special $143.58 0.0008 0.12$          0.12$          
Break down pallet from Sys Mtr Per meter Meter Mechanic Special $143.58 0.0070 1.00$          1.00$          
Checkout to vehicles Per meter Energy Technician $126.37 0.0042 0.53$          0.53$          
Exchange Meter Per meter Energy Technician $126.37 0.1700 21.48$        21.48$        
Check in old meter in AMS Per meter Meter Mechanic Special $143.58 0.0070 1.00$          1.00$          
Wrap pallet for delivery to SMS Per meter Meter Mechanic Special $143.58 0.0018 -$            0.25$          
Deliver meter to SMS in SMS truck Per meter Meter Mechanic Special $143.58 1.5000 -$            1.79$          
(120 meters per pallet)

Total Cost (Each Meter) 55.72$    58.02$    
Savings if single-phase meters are purchased new: (2.30)$         
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